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 File under: World/Portugal

Ana Moura is among the finest of those celebrated young fa-
distas (fado singers) responsible not only for the resurgence 
of fado’s esteem within Portugal, but also for its remarkable 
current worldwide popularity. A treasure of a performer, Ana 
Moura’s deep, rich contralto voice is as radiant as it is ex-
pressive. Acclaimed by devoted audiences in her own land 
and throughout North America and Europe, she performs 
with a level of dramatic intensity rarely seen.
Ana Moura has demonstrated two other talents, very im-
portant ones, though rarely articulated: first, the ability to 
select the finest repertoire, including a wealth of new fados 
by the best of today’s poet/lyricists and composers, such as 
the excellent Jorge Fernando, whose work is represented in 
no less than five of the songs on this album. Fernando, an 
acclaimed musician, arranger and musical director, utilized 
his directorial talents for this album as well. 
Then there is the ability to select some of the finest of today’s 
musicians with whom to perform, and Ana has demonstrat-
ed this consistently in her concerts and on her recordings; 
no less so here with top instrumentalists José Manuel Neto 
on Portuguese guitar, José Elmiro Nunes, on Portuguese 
and classical guitar, and Filipe Larsen on bass guitar.
Her performance at the Coliseu dos Recreios, the most im-
portant and historic venue in her homeland’s capital, engen-
dered a special feeling as she sang for her own people. The 
stunning results are now available for all to hear.

ANA MOURA
Coliseu

468103 >> 713746810320 >> CD

1. Lavava No Rio Lavava  3.38
2. Os Meus Olhos São Dois Cirios  3.51
3. Ó Meu Amigo João  2.43
4. Sou Do Fado, Sou Fadista  3.41
5. Fado Das Horas Incertas  2.14
6. O Que Foi Que Aconteceu  3.56
7. Venho Falar Dos Meus Medos  3.36
8. Porque Teimas Nesta Dor  2.59
9. O Fado Da Procura  2.01
10. Primeira Vez  3.42
11. E Viemos Nascidos Do Mar  2.58
12. Mapa Do Coração  2.24
13. Até Ao Fim Di Fim  3.47
14. Rosa Cor De Rosa  2.44
15. Os Búzios  6.28

Recorded at the Coliseu dos Recreios, Lisbon on June 
26th, 2008

Musical direction - Jorge Fernando

Musicians
José Manuel Neto - Portuguese guitar
José Elmiro Nunes - acoustic guitar
Filipe Larsen - acoustic bass guitar  

“Currently Portugal’s second lady of fado.”
Songlines (March 2011)

“The international success of Mariza has raised the 
profile of Portuguese fado but it’s put other singers in 
the shade. This is a shame because there are other fine 
voices. One of these is Ana Moura. This is her fourth 
album and she numbers Mick Jagger and Prince among 
her fans. She’s a class act, with a voice of clarity which 
is to the fore on this excellent disc with a small ensemble, 
including Custodio Castelo on Portuguese guitar.” London 
Evening Standard
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 File under: World/Palestine

Fresh from a successful ‘Making Tracks’ UK tour, the Trio Jou-
bran are establishing themselves at the forefront of Arabic mu-
sic. The new album AsFâr is their finest and most complete 
to date, with Dhafer Youssef contributing guest vocals to the 
brothers intricate and dazzling interplay. 

Le Trio Joubran are the sons of a Palestinian master luthier, 
who is the son of a master luthier… a family steeped in the 
4,000-year history of the oud, ancestor of the guitar, and it this 
instrument that is their passion, their skill and their life. They 
take inspiration from maverick figures in jazz and flamenco, 
traditions that also highly value virtuosity and improvisation. 
Sometimes, the three brothers play together in precise unison, 
or merge their sounds to spin out rich, textured drones and osti-
natos. At other times, they stand apart as distinct voices locked 
in passionate dialogue.  The title of their recent album Majaz, 
translates as ‘metaphor’; a suggestion that, although they rarely 
resort to words, these brothers do have things to say. With mys-
terious, seductive eloquence, they communicate profound ideas 
about history, musical evolution, and the beautiful aesthetics of 
Arabic music, still far too little-known in the West. 
[www.letriojoubran.com]

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

LE TRIO JOUBRAN
AsFâr

479055 >> 794881997527 >> CD digipack

1. Nawwâr  4’36
2. Zawâj El Yamâm  6’12
3. Dawwâr El Shams  3’50
4. Douja  6’23
5. Sama Cordoba  4’56
6. AsFâr  15’01
7. Masâna  7’12

Samir Joubran, oud
Wissam Joubran, oud
Adnan Joubran, oud
Youssef Hbeisch, drums
Dhafer Youssef, special vocal guest

‘Nawwâr’ is included on the French Bureau Export 
free CD with Songlines (April/May issue)

“These fetchingly tousled lute-playing Palestinian 
brothers are the nearest the Arab classical world has 
to a boy band. But instead of winsome harmonies, they 
provide an intense stew of interweaving riffs and  gut-
turally textured melodic lines - a sound that is rooted in 
tradition, but compellingly modern in its flair and ambi-
tion.” Four stars - Daily Telegraph

Trio Joubran play live at Logan Hall, London on 26th 
March and will be touring the UK again in the autumn 

‘Sama Cordoba’ is included on the 
Songlines Top of the World free CD in 
the same issue
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 File under: Jazz

Statement of Intent is the hotly anticipated second release 
from Kairos 4tet - an album that has something to say by a 
band with a truly distinctive identity and vision. Led by the 
supremely gifted composer / saxophonist Adam Waldmann, 
this fresh batch of music is so refined in conception and 
bold in execution, 2011 looks set to be Kairos 4tet’s year. 
Their widely acclaimed debut ‘Kairos Moment’ was described 
by Jazzwise Magazine as “one of the most assured and me-
lodically potent debuts of 2010” while BBC Music declared 
Kairos 4tet as “a powerful new voice in British jazz”. Now, 
after a year on the road and firing on all cylinders, comes 
Statement of Intent, accompanied by an extensive UK Tour.

The musicians on this album need little introduction as they 
all continue to play an important role in British Jazz. How-
ever, it is the collective spirit of these individuals and friends 
that reaches out from this recording, drawing the listener in. 
It is this empathy and understanding between each musi-
cian that allow Kairos 4tet to take risks, to let the music, 
which in one sense is so considered, dictate its own path. 
This is a band with purpose and commitment. They have a 
story to tell and deliver it with eloquence and fluency. State-
ment of Intent will surely delight Kairos 4et’s loyal following 
and garner a whole new army of supporters along the way.

ADVERTISED IN JAZZWISE

KAIROS 4tet
Statement of Intent

EDN1026 >> 5065001530210 >> CD

1. Statement of Intent 
2. Maybe Next Year
3. Hicks 
4. Philosophy of Futility 
5. Box Set Anti-Hero
6. Simpler Times 
7. Me and You, 100º 
8. The Calling

ADAM WALDMANN (tenor, soprano saxophones), 
IVO NEAME (piano), 
JASPER HØIBY (bass), 
JON SCOTT (drums), 
EMILIA MÅRTENSSON (vocals on 2 & 8)

All music by Adam Waldmann
Recorded at Eastcote Studios, London, 6-8 December 2010

Tour Dates: 
5th April - The Stables, Milton Keynes
8th April - Brighton Jazz Club @ Komedia
9th April - South Hill Park, Bracknell
10th April - The Drum, Birmingham
13th April - The Vortex – ALBUM LAUNCH
15th April - Sheffield Jazz
17th April - Seven Jazz, Leeds
1st May - Jazz @ Future Inns, Bristol
5th May - La Raza Cambridge
13th May - The Forge (Basingstoke) @ Anvil
31st May - Pizza Express Jazz Club, Soho, London
4th June - The North Wall Arts Centre, Oxford
5th June - Stratford Jazz @ The Chapel

“With their originality and creativity (not to mention chops), the 
future looks very bright for Adam Waldman and the Kairos 
4tet.” BBC Music

“Under the leadership of saxophonist Adam Waldmann, Kai-
ros 4Tet have found a melodious medium between traditional 
Jazz and the forward facing nature that typifies so much young 
British Jazz. The band’s compositions are open and accessible, 
but there’s no compromise when it comes to intuitive, intelligent 
playing and adventurous arrangements” 
MERCURY PRIZE Recommends
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KENNY WHEELER
One of Many

CAMJ7835-2 >> 8052405140012>> CD

1. Phrase  6.12
2. Anticipation  5.25
3. Aneba  5.59
4. Any How  3.16
5. Canter #5  4.04
6. Ever After (duo version)  3.06
7. Now and Now Again  5.13
8. Old Ballad  6.58
9. Fortune’s Child  6.26
10. Even After  5.41

Total 52.27

Kenny Wheeler - flugelhorn
John Taylor - piano
Steve Swallow - electric bass

Recorded in Ludwigsburg, Germany, in July 2006

also available:
CAMJ7764 Where Do We Go From Here?
CAMJ7768 What Now?
CAMJ7786 It Takes Two!
CAMJ7801 Other People
121146-2 Flutter By, Butterfly
121236-2 All The More
Psi03.04 Dream Sequence
Psi04.01 Song For Someone

Seasoned, venerable, elder statesman, all these and 
more - from the legendary trio Azimuth; with Anthony 
Braxton even before that, with Dave Holland later. Ken-
ny Wheeler is held in the highest regard in his adopted 
UK and around the jazz world. Now in his 80s his late 
career blossoming (documented on CAM Jazz) shows 
no sign of abating, and we remain impressed by his 
poetic artistry, by his delicate phrasing on trumpet and 
flugelhorn, and by that unmistakable lyricism.

One Of Many, with Kenny engaged with the fabulous 
and full rhythmic engine of John Taylor and Steve 
Swallow, was recorded at Bauer Studios in Ludwigs-
burg at the end of July 2006. The themes on this al-
bum, built on unusual and independent-flowing har-
monies, merely enhance the appeal and the explosive 
force of the trio.
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The Cortège is considered by many music critics to 
be Mike Westbrook’s major work for large orchestra. 
It was originally recorded in 1982 and released as a 
triple LP album, but, as the critics praised the album, 
the British label Original Records that had produced 
and released it went out of business - resulting in an 
actual distribution of The Cortège of about three weeks 
and making it an immediate collector’s item. 
ENJA RECORDS released a 2-CD set in 1993 and now, 
long overdue, releases The Cortège again  - remastered 
and repackaged - celebrating Mike Westbrook’s 75th 
birthday. Westbrook himself worked on the accompa-
nying liner notes most thoroughly, giving in-depth mu-
sical and historical explanations to his work. 

“The virtuosity of all these young multi-instrumentalists - es-
pecially Chris Biscoe on alto, soprano and baritone saxes, 
flute and clarinet - is staggering. You’ll hear no more stirring 
a version of “Jerusalem” than the one featuring Minton’s lusty 
voice. Westbrook may never get the audience he deserves. But 
try his work, .... the world possesses no more unusual and 
dramatic musical inventor.” 
The Sunday Times

MIKE WESTBROOK
The Cortège

ENJ95872 >> 063757958727 >> 2CD digipack

A composition for voices and jazz orchestra with texts by Lorca, 
Rimbaud, Hesse, Blake, Saarikoski and others

1. It Starts Here (5:17)
2. Democratie (7:55)
3. Berlin 16.2.79 (9:25)
4. Erme Estuary (11:11)
5. Knivshult(Ash Wenesday (4:51)
6. Ruote Che Girano (6:48)
7. Piano (3:40)
8. Lenador (10:56)
9. July ‘79 (12:49)
10. Enfance (14:00)
11. Cordoba (8:08)
12. Santarcangelo (16:55)
13. Kyrie (5:23)
14. A Hearth Burns (18:56)
15. Graffitti (8:52) 

Mike Westbrook Orchestra:
Mike Westbrook (p,voc,tuba), Kate Westbrook (voc,tenor horn, 
bamboo fl), Phil Minton (voc,tp), Phil Todd (ss,ts, bs, fl,cl), Chris 
Biscoe (ss,as,bs,fl,cl), Chris Hunter (as, ts, ss, fl), Lindsay Coo-
per (oboe, bassoon, sopranino s), Alan Sinclair (tuba), Dave 
Powell (tuba), Malcolm Griffiths (tb), Dick Pearce (tp), Dave 
Plews ( tp), Guy Barker ( tp), Brian Godding (g), Georgie Born 
(cello), Steve Cook (b-g), Dave Barry (dr,perc). 

also available:
ENJ94562 Chanson Irresponsable (2CD)
ENJ93762 Glad Day
ENJ93582 Orchestra of Smith’s Academy
ENJ93332 Bar Utopia
TIP8888052 Off Abbey Road
HATO635 On Duke’s Birthday
HATO661 Westbrook-Rossini

Mike Westbrook in concert:
24th March Exeter Vibraphonic Festival
2nd April King’s Place, London
13th/14th May Hannah’s, Newton Abbot
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If William Burroughs wrote a script for Sergio Leone, star-
ring the Marx Brothers, Home Of The Brave would provide 
the music.
Led by inimitable multi-instrumentalist Richard Ormrod 
(founder member of the LIMA orchestra) and featuring world-
renowned free improv drummer Paul Hession (Hession/
Wilkinson/Fell) - Home Of The Brave is not your usual jazz 
quartet. Ormod and Hession are joined by bassist Rus Pear-
son and guitarist Jonny Flockton on this live album record-
ing for Jellymould Jazz.
Inspired by a life-long love of the cowboy film Ormrod and 
Hession celebrate the Western soundtracks of Bernstein, 
Morricone, Tiomkin et al and take a sideways look at the 
Wild West with arrangements of some of the most well known 
Western theme tunes.
From The Big Country to Laramie, How the West Was Won to 
The Magnificent 7, HOTB takes these themes from the 50’s 
and 60’s down a hot dusty road and brushes them off with a 
healthy mix of post-bop jazz, grinding blues grooves and free 
improvisation.

HOME OF THE BRAVE
Do Easy

JM-JJ005 >> 5060195511946 >> CD digipack
1. Meanwhile, back at the ranch: Tonto, disguised as a door, 
gets his knob shot off  2.58
2. The Big Country  5.23
3. Gunsmoke  6.20
4. The Deadwood Stage  4.26
5. Cheaper Than Water  4.07
6. Fresh Horses  2.19
7. 3.10 To Yuma  3.04
8. Laramie  4.14
9. How The West Was Won  6.07
10. Do Not Forsake Me, O My Darlin’  6.16
11. Buttons And Bows  4.01
12. The Man With The Harmonica  5.37
13. Mockridge  6.26
14. La Resa Dei Conti  8.45
15. The Magnificent Seven  6.35

Recorded live at 7 Arts, Leeds - 31st April / 1st May 2010

Home of the Brave are:
Richard Ormrod - saxophones, clarinets & flutes
Jonny Flockton - electric guitar
Rus Pearson - double bass
Paul Hession - drums

Samples and clips used in the gig:
- Lee Van Cleef as Colonel Douglas Mortimer from For a Few 
Dollars More, talking to his patron who he promptly double-
crosses and shoots in the head through a pillow
- Van Heflin as Dan Evans and Glenn Ford as Ben Wade from 
3.10 to Yuma - the sample is a condensed montage of their ho-
tel conversation when Wade is trying to blackmail Evans into 
releasing him with offers of wealth beyond his wildest dreams 
- “Just you sit there and shut up for a while”
- The fanfare intro to the main theme of The Big Country by 
Jerome Moross from the original soundtrack album
- The original audio trailer to A Fistful of Dollars
- Gene Autry’s spoken intro from the The Gene Autry Show
- The vocal hook from the show Wyatt Earp
- The main theme from Tombstone, used as play-out music at 
the end of the gig
- Several samples of Eli Wallach from The Good, The Bad and 
The Ugly
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Abbey Lincoln’s complete early sessions, including the 
LP Abbey Lincoln’s Affair...a Story of a Girl in Love (Lib-
erty LRP3025) in its entirety, as well as further songs 
originally issued as Liberty singles.
Two tunes Abbey Lincoln performed live on a 1958 TV 
show have been added as a bonus (“When a Woman 
Loves a Man” appears here on CD for the first time 
ever). Includes 12-page booklet

Recently deceased on August 14, 2010 at the age of 80, Abbey Lin-
coln was born Anna Marie Wooldridge on August 6, 1930 in Chi-
cago, Illinois. A famous singer who was highly influenced by Billie 
Holiday, she also wrote and performed her own compositions. The 
music presented here, however, belongs to the early stages of Ab-
bey’s career. This material consists of her first recording session ever 
(tracks 13-18), taped in Hollywood in July 1956 –which produced her 
first singles–, and her second and third sessions, on November 5 & 
6 of that same year – which yielded her first LP ever, Abbey Lincoln’s 
Affair ...A Story of a Girl in Love. The personnel of the orchestras on 
both sessions is completely unknown. We do know that both bands 
were conducted by Benny Carter, and that the arrangements were 
provided by Carter himself, Marty Paich, and tenor saxophonist Jack 
Montrose, who, as the original liner notes state, was making his first 
arrangements for a vocalist here. Two rare items from Abbey’s discog-
raphy have been adde: Both “Out of the Past” and “When a Woman 
Loves a Man” were recorded live during Bobby Troup’s “Stars of Jazz” 
TV Show on July 7, 1958.

ABBEY LINCOLN
Affair

AJC99036 >> 8436028697908 >> CD

01 LOVE WALKED IN 2:32
02 I DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT YOU 2:48
03 WOULD I LOVE YOU 2:36
04 I WAKE UP SMILING 2:07
05 THIS CAN’T BE LOVE 2:24
06 CRAZY HE CALLS ME 2:57
07 TWO CIGARETTES IN THE DARK 2:39
08 THE MASQUERADE IS OVER 3:24
09 TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS 3:09
10 TOGETHER 1:56
11 AFFAIR 3:02
12 NO MORE 3:10
13 WARM VALLEY 3:19
14 YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME 2:34
15 DO NOTHING ‘TIL YOU HEAR FROM ME 2:16
16 THE ANSWER IS NO 2:19
17 LONESOME CUP OF COFFEE 2:39
18 SHE DIDN’T SAY YES 2:21
19 OUT OF THE PAST 2:46*
20 WHEN A WOMAN LOVES A MAN 4:05* **
Total Time: 55:12
** For the first time on CD!

ABBEY LINCOLN vocals on all tracks
Orchestra under the direction of BENNY CARTER
Arrangements by: 
BENNY CARTER (5, 7, 8 & 13-18)
MARTY PAICH (1, 2, 4, 6, 9 & 12)
JACK MONTROSE (3, 10 & 11)

1-12: Hollywood, November 5 & 6, 1956.
13-18: Hollywood, July 1956.
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For the first time on CD! Les McCann Trio’s complete 
original album The Shout (Pacific Jazz PJ-7). McCann 
is accompanied here by his regular sidemen Leroy 
Vinnegar on bass and Ron Jefferson on drums. Re-
corded live at The Bit club in Hollywood, it showcases 
McCann playing a mixture of well-known standards 
plus his original composition “The Shout”.
As a bonus, we have added Leroy Vinnegar’s tune “Tell 
‘Em About It”, which had only previously appeared on 
a long out of print compilation LP and completes the 
The Shout sessions, as well as five songs from a prior 
studio date by the exact same trio.

Includes 12-page booklet

LES McCANN
The Shout

AJC99035 >> 8436028697892 >> CD

01 BUT NOT FOR ME 6:56
02 A FOGGY DAY 9:48
03 THE SHOUT 5:07
04 SET CALL: SONAR 1:01
05 C JAM BLUES 7:28
06 JUBILATION 3:36
07 NIGHT IN TUNISIA 6:16
08 SET CALL: CUTE 2:48
09 TELL ‘EM ABOUT IT 7:31*
10 A LITTLE ? FOR GOD & CO 4:26**
11 I’LL REMEMBER APRIL 7:38**
12 HOW HIGH THE MOON 6:05**
13 THIS CAN’T BE LOVE 3:20**
14 FOR CARL PERKINS 5:41**
Total Time: 77:41

*From the same sessions, but not included on the origi-
nal LP.

LES McCANN, piano
LEROY VINNEGAR, bass
RON JEFFERSON, drums
Live at The Bit, Hollywood, June 1960.
**Bonus tracks (10-14):
Same personnel. Hollywood, February 1960.

Born on September 23, 1935, in Lexington, Kentucky, Les McCann is widely regarded as both a superlative soul jazz piano 
player and an outstanding vocalist. The Shout was recorded live at a club called The Bit, (“on the Sunset Strip” as the original 
cover claims) in Hollywood, in June 1960. Eight tracks were issued on the LP, of which two, Gerald Wiggins’ “Sonar” and Neal 
Hefti’s “Cute”, were used as set closer themes and titled “Set Call” on the original album. This has led to much discographic 
confusion as some listings include both versions of “Set Call” as well as the tracks “Sonar” and “Cute” under the misguided as-
sumption that these were separate tracks. However, the latter two tunes aren’t listed under their rightful titles anywhere on the 
back cover of the LP. In any case, a ninth tune was recorded at The Bit, McCann’s “Tell ‘em About It”, which originally appeared 
on a long out of print LP compilation and has been added here as a bonus, thus completing the session.
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MAMADOU DIABATE
Courage
World Village  468108   713746810825
CD    World/Mali
On his fifth album, Courage, Mamadou Diabate carves out a new direction. A departure from 
the traditional melodies on his previous album, these contemporary pieces highlight his versa-
tility as a composer and affirm his place as one of the finest kora players living in the world 
today. Recorded in Bamako, Mali, he is accompanied here by a five piece band. His previous 
solo effort, Douga Mansa, took home a 2009 GRAMMY Award in the category of Best 
Traditional World Music.
Mamadou Diabate, a cousin of Toumani, is a member of the Mandinka West African jeli (musi-
cian caste) family. His musical lineage goes back seven centuries to the time of Sunjata Keita, 
the conqueror of the Malian empire. Now based in the United States, Mamadou performs 
around North America and Europe. Interested in bringing the kora to new audiences, he has 
played with jazz and other contemporary artists, however he remains rooted in the traditions of 
the Manding kora and his griot heritage. He is one of a handful remaining kora players that are 
keeping alive the kora tradition.

“The passionately crafted instrumentals that comprise Courage should by all rights become part 
of the traditional repertoire a few generations from now.”
Rootsworld

“Mamadou Diabaté continues to hone his considerable talent.”
fROOTS

MARIA FARANTOURI
Sings Taner Akyol
Enja    ENJ95612   063757956129 
CD     World/Greece
Maria Farantouri (*1947) is often associated with Mikis Theodorakis as she has been singing the 
female solo parts in many of his oratorios and song cycles (Theodorakis calls her “my priestess”). 
She came to international fame in the 1970s and 1980s mainly by way of Pablo Neruda’s Canto 
General. Since the 1990s she has concentrated more on her own projects. Maria Farantouri “the 
greatest voice of Greece” is a towering figure of the Greek music scene, an unquestioned diva 
moving easily between tradition, classical and pop music. 
Maria Farantouri Sings Taner Akyol is a continuation in her long political involvement for free-
dom and democracy. She sings Greek translations of old Anatolian poems, even one piece in 
Zaza, an ancient Anatolian language also described as a Kurdish dialect and which recently has 
been added by Unesco to the group of languages endangered by extinction.
Taner Akyol (*1977) from Bursa (Turkey) started out at an early age on baglama, piano and violin 
becoming professional as a teenager. He founded the intercultural Ensemble Cornucopia and 
established the “ta Atelier” in Berlin. 2007 ENJA RECORDS released his first album Birds of 
Passage (ENJ-9510 2). He is the first artist to bring the baglama (the oriental long necked lute 
also known as saz) to European concert halls. The album also features Jarrod Cagwin percus-
sion, Antonis Annissegos piano and Berlin Chamber Concerto Orchestra conducted by Simeon 
Ionnidis 
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AMINE & HAMZA
Perpetual Motion
Network   495134   785965951344
CD digipack   World/Tunisia
Amine and Hamza, two brothers from Tunisia, are celebrated worldwide as geniuses on their ori-
ental instruments, the oud, a short-necked lute, and the kanun, a zither. Having trained with the 
great masters in Tunisia, Morocco and Turkey, they recorded their first CD at the age of 16 and 
17 respectively; five more were to follow.
Perpetual Motion is surely their masterpiece. They themselves call it “a new vision of contempo-
rary world music that attempts to break down borders and barriers.” In their new works modern 
Arab classicism meets the western modern classicism of the Boston String Quartet, with the fili-
gree compositions leaving ample scope for improvisation. This wonderful project is enriched by 
exquisite guests: on the slow pieces the clear hovering voice of Maroua from Tunisia, plus virtu-
oso musicians on flamenco guitar, the earthy-warm sound of a flute and oriental percussion 
instruments.

ADVERTISED IN SONGLINES

KALAKAN
Kalakan
KML Sonic Invaders KML2123   8033712872230
CD digipack   World/Spain
KALAKAN (a Basque word meaning “chatting”) believes that the first music is language. Kalakan 
chooses the essentials: percussion and voices, rhythm and melody; starting points leading to the 
other, to the future and eventually back to themselves.
KA: the raw and uncompromising wooden planks of the Txalaparta. 
LA: the voice, a full voice, as nasal as a gaita on a jota, as sweet as a lullaby after a kiss, and often 
heavy, grainy, proud, generous and sincere. Moreover Kalakan usually performs live concerts 
without a microphone, seeking more direct contact with the public, and a simple and fair rapport 
with the audience.
KAN: the powerful and tribal sounds of traditional drums (atabal, ttunttun, pandero) or drums 
crafted by the trio (danbolero, danbottiki)

ALIREZA GHORBANI & DORSAF HAMDANI
Rapture / The Rite of Khayyam
Accords Croisés  AC142   794881998524
CD digipack   World/Iran
Omar Khayyam was a great Persian scholar of the 11th century, recognised in his lifetime for his 
wide knowledge and scientific research. Throughout his life he concealed his passion for poetry, 
and in an Islamic orthodox society little open to profane and libertine poetry his poetic works 
remained hidden, to be gathered together by close relations after his death. In this recording the 
two singers present seven of the poems with musical accompaniment. Ghorbani (from Iran) sings 
in Persian and Hamdani (from Tunisia) in Arabic.    
Attractive hardback packaging with informative notes (Eng/Fr) and illustrations.
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JENNI MOLLOY’S BACH RELOADED
Bach ReLoaded
Jellymould   JM-JJ003   5060195510567
CD     
Bach ReLoaded is the stunning album from double bassist Jenni Molloy. Listed in the top 5 jazz 
albums of 2009 by The Sunday Times and as one of the ‘records of the year 2009’ by BBC Radio 
3, this album has gained widespread critical and public acclaim. Jenni’s innovative and original 
compositions have been inspired by some of Bach’s rhythmic and melodic ideas. Bach’s Cello 
Suites, Solo Violin Sonatas and Partitas and Inventions for the Piano have been the inspiration, 
with artists as diverse as Mstislav Rostropovich, Ornette Coleman and The Bad Plus providing 
some of the influence behind this unique project. “Superb...heartening stuff.” The Sunday Times

SALEROSA
The Cuban Fusion Project
Jellymould   JM-JJ002   5060195511953
CD     
Salerosa are an explosive Afro Cuban Latin Jazz 7-piece band. Salsa and Latin jazz favourites, 
original compositions, and popular chart topping songs are fused with pulsating Afro-Cuban 
rhythms to create an exhilarating performance. Salerosa’s drummer Chris Sykes has fashioned 
distinctive arrangements that blend creative bass, strong vocals and red hot vibes brought to you 
by an exceptional band. One of the UK’s most exciting new talents, Sulene Fleming fronts Salerosa 
with her faultless vocal delivery and mesmerising stage presence. 

THE MAGIC HAT ENSEMBLE
This Conversation is Over
Jellymould   JM-JJ004   5060195510598
CD digipack   
The Magic Hat Ensemble are a hard swinging collective of virtuoso musicians. Their debut album 
has been heralded as “sophisticated”, “quirky”, “awesome” and “bursting with ideas”. A second 
album is imminent and the band are touring extensively.
“Offering a youthful and often irreverent take on standards asserted through incredibly tight rhyth-
mic playing and cheeky metric modulations the result is pulsating post bop given a refreshing boot 
up the behind.” - JAZZWISE
TOUR: April 1st Bradford, JATP; 3rd Buxton Opera House; 5th Royal British Legion, Llay, 
Wrexham 6th The Lescar, Sheffield; 7th Victoria Hotel, Menai Bridge; 8th The Crypt, London; 
11th North Devon Jazz Society; 12th St.Ives Jazz Club; 13th Queens Head, Monmouth; 14th 
Grimsby Jazz 15th Wakefield Jazz; 16th Matt and Phred’s, Manchester; 19th Lower Ground Bar, 
West Hampstead; 20th Forge, Camden; 21st St James Wine Vaults, Bath; 22nd Bebop Club, 
Bristol; 24th Dalton Rooms, Lancaster; 27th Jazz at the Field, Haslingden; May 4th Hull Jazz; 
7th Zeffirellis, Ambleside; 27th Bridgewater Hall, Manchester; June 2nd New Atrium Cafe Bar, 
Clitheroe; 3rd Underground Theatre, Eastbourne; 16th St Austell Brewery Visitor Centre; 17th 
Miss Peapod’s Kitchen Cafe, Penryn; 18th The Hive, Shrewsbury; 19th Southport Melodic Jazz 
Society; 22nd Swansea Jazzland

RUBY WOOD
Ruby
Jellymould   JM-JJ001   5050521003948
CD     
In 2006 Jellymould recorded and toured with their first project featuring the fabulous vocalist 
Ruby Wood. The album and tour recieved fantastic reviews in the national press and frequent 
airplay on BBC Radio 2. “Excellent” JAZZWISE “Great! Individual quality” Humphrey Lyttelton
“What a talent!” Aled Jones, BBC Radio 2
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BOHUSLÄN BIG BAND / COLIN TOWNS & NILS LANDGREN
Don’t Fence Me In
ACT    ACT9028-2   614427902825
CD digipack   
The Bohuslän Big Band (artistic director Nils Landgren) has always aimed to uphold the big band 
tradition and ensure its further contemporary development. That their extensive project work, so 
far recorded on sixteen albums and one DVD, revolves around this intent goes without saying. 
The orchestra has over many years collaborated with well known composers and arrangers: Maria 
Schneider, Bob Mintzer, Kenny Wheeler, Avishai Cohen, Steve Swallow, Lew Soloff and Bengt-
Arne Wallin to name but a few. For this album of Cole Porter material Landgren drafted in Colin 
Towns as arranger, paving the way for the band to present an exuberant, dynamic, almost bur-
lesque yet still previously unheard and multilayered interpretation of twelve Porter hits. 

VIKTORIA TOLSTOY
Signature Edition 5 
ACT    ACT6008-2   614427600820
2CD    
Music personally selected by Viktoria Tolstoy, recorded between 1994 – 2008. With Esbjörn 
Svensson, e.s.t., Nils Landgren, Benny Andersson, Svante Thuresson, Toots Thielemans, Lars
Danielsson, Putte Wickman, Ulf Wakenius, Wolfgang Haffner and others.

NGUYÊN LÊ
Songs of Freedom
ACT    ACT9506-2   614427950628
CD digipack   
“Songs of Freedom” is, in Nguyên Lê’s own words, “A tribute to the musicians who, in the 70s, 
established pop culture with their mythical songs. So mythical that they now belong to everyone 
on this planet and so global that they have become world music in the sense of a music which 
the world listens to.” Nguyên Lê takes the title of his latest album from one of his favourite songs 
of freedom: Bob Marley’s “Redemption Song” sits alongside hits from Led Zeppelin, Janis Joplin, 
Stevie Wonder, Eric Clapton and the Beatles, whose “Eleanor Rigby” and “Come Together” frame 
the album. With these 15 songs of freedom, Nguyên Lê impressively brings together a wide and 
previously unheard range of individuals and sounds from various different origins - West merges 
with East, North with South, great vocals with instrumental virtuosity and the melodic legacy of 
the past with the sound of the future. Guests: Youn Sun Nah, Dhafer Youssef, David Linx, 
Ousman Danedjo, Julia Sarr, Himiko Paganotti, David Binney, Chris Speed, Prabhu Edouard, 
Stéphane Edouard, Karim Ziad a.o. 

RIGMOR GUSTAFSSON
Signature Edition 6
ACT    ACT6009-2   614427600929
2CD    
Music personally selected by Rigmor Gustafsson, recorded between 1996 – 2010. With Nils 
Landgren, Jacky Terrasson, Lars Danielsson, Wolfgang Haffner, Dan Berglund, Magnus Lindgren, 
Peter Asplund, Eric Harland, radio.string.quartet.vienna and many more. Contains three previ-
ously unreleased tracks.

The task: To capture the lifetime achievements, and the essential essence of the best ACT-artists. The solution: ACT Signature 
Editions. Much more than a usual “Best Of” album, on these double CD-sets the musicians themselves picked out 24 pieces, 
which they feel represent the most important, significant and personal selections from their repertoire. Remastered and given 
the best possible post-production. An excellent introduction for established fans as well as newcomers, who have yet to dis-
cover the musicians and their art. The series so far:
Nguyên Lê ACT 6004-2; Ulf Wakenius ACT 6005-2; Lars Danielsson ACT 6006-2; Wolfgang Haffner ACT 6007-2
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ERIC REED
The Dancing Monk
Savant   SCD2108   633842210827
CD     
Not only has Eric Reed worked with such diverse talents as Wynton Marsalis, Freddie Hubbard, 
Jessye Norman, Patti Labelle, Quincy Jones, Natalie Cole and others but he has composed scores 
for film makers Eddie Murphy and Tim Story and annually serves as musical director for 
“Revelations with the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater.”  Somehow he still finds time to teach, 
perform and cut his latest disc for Savant, “The Dancing Monk.” Here the genius of Thelonious 
Monk is refracted through the prism of Eric’s own creativity resulting in ‘thoughts on’ rather than 
a ‘tribute to’ one of the true titans of improvised music.  

PAPA JOHN DEFRANCESCO
A Philadelphia Story
Savant   SCD2112   633842211220
CD     
‘Papa’ John DeFrancesco was the dean of the Hammond organ and an overlord of Philly’s hard-
bop-and-deep-groove bar-jazz scene in the 1980s. Famously, Papa put aside his playing career to 
watch over his progeny, Joey DeFrancesco, who by age 17 would start touring as a member of 
Miles Davis’ band. But by the mid-’90s he started recording, first for Muse and now for Savant. 
For this new album Papa not only brings Joey along for the ride, but his guitar-playing scion, 
John, to boot. With Joe Fortunato on tenor sax and drummer Glenn Ferracone, they take an un-
hackneyed program of nine tunes and add another notch in the belt of this B-3 icon.

JERRY BERGONZI
Convergence
Savant   SCD2110   633842211022
CD     
Bergonzi’s no-nonsense approach to music cannot mask the fact that he is one of the most 
remarkable jazz saxophonists on the planet. He’s a supreme spontaneous melodist, however. The 
sound effects of the avant-garde are merely markers on compellingly logical yet constantly divert-
ed journeys. Bergonzi is backed by his usual colleagues, Dave Santoro (bass) and Andrea 
Michelutti (drums) and this time out he is joined by pianist Bruce Barth.  Featuring a program of 
Bergonzi’s quirky compositions and a track by Jerry’s favorite songwriters, the Gershwins, the 
musicians work together with a uniformity of intent and vision that perfectly personifies the 
release’s title, “Convergence.”

JAKI BYARD
A Matter of Black and White
HighNote   HCD7219   632375721923
CD     
His playing was rich, masterful and above all, versatile, covering everything from stride and rag-
time to bebop and free jazz. Pianist, saxophonist, composer, arranger, and teacher Jaki Byard had 
a career that followed the music and along the way he became a master of every style of jazz.  
From his stints with Charles Mingus, Maynard Ferguson, Herb Pomeroy to his duets with Earl 
Hines and Ran Blake, Byard forged a name for himself as one of the supreme masters of the key-
board.  Nowhere was his imagination quite as unbridled as it was in solo performance and 
HighNote Records is pleased to release this second volume of Jaki Byard live at the famed 
Keystone Korner.  Featuring Byard favorites such as “Seasons” and “Do You Know What It Means 
To Miss New Orleans,” along with a few surprises, Byard’s music continues to astonish, amuse 
and move listeners today.
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PRYSM
Five
Plus Loin   PL4540   794881998623
CD digipack   
Pierre de Bethman (p, Fender Rhodes); Christophe Wallemme (b); Benjamin Henocq (d) with 
Rosario Giuliani (saxophones); Manu Codjia (g).
A dynamic force on the French jazz scene of the 1990’s, the original Prysm trio released four 
albums on Blue Note and toured widely internationally, sought-after by a number of exceptional
soloists, such as Philip Catherine, Lee Könitz, Norma Winstone or Paolo Fresu, and even James 
Taylor for a US tour with a symphony orchestra in 1999. Now re-formed the newly energised trio 
has invited two special guests to complete a quintet for their fifth album.

CEDRIC HANRIOT
French Stories
Plus Loin   PL4535   794881992126
CD digipack   
A debut album for this 32 year old French keyboardist. Resident in the USA for the past three 
years his talents have not gone unnoticed, hence the high-powered duo who join him on the 
recording - Terri Lynne Carrington and John Patitucci.

ANGELO DEBARRE
Live in Paris
Le Chant du Monde 2741742/43  794881929429
CD & DVD digipack 
The gypsy jazz guiatrist recorded live at the Theatre de l’Alhambra, Paris in 2008 at the festival 
Les Nuits Manouches. The CD comes from the night of 17 September and the DVD from the 
following night. Alongside Debarre are the rhythm guitarist Tchavolo Hassan and the bassist 
Antonio Licusati. Accordionist Ludovic Beier guested on the first night and violinist Marius 
Apostol on the second.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Jazz Al Dente!
Bonsaï   BON101001  794881989522
2CD digipack  
Italy, jazz, food...a perfect match on this double album compilation. 14 artists contributing two 
tracks each of the finest in contemporary Italian jazz, with each one also contributing a recipe! 
Hence you can prepare Paolo Fresu’s favourite dish Pasta alla Bottarga (from Cabras) whilst lis-
tening to the trumpeter blowing his horn! Booklet in Eng/Fr/It with illustrations. Buon appetito!

Floros FLORIDIS / Nicky SKOPELITIS / Okay TEMIZ
Three of a Sort
Morgenland   ML7004   4250317457042
2CD     
The elder statesman of avant jazz in his homeland, Floridis has recorded with many of Europe’s 
finest improv players. This release sees the Greek reedsman with electric guitarist Skopelitis 
(Herbie Hancock, Bill Laswell, Pharoah Sanders etc) and prolific Turkish percussionist Temiz. The 
double album includes a re-release of the first record together “Our Trip So Far” (2000) and a new 
album “The Trip Goes On”.  Powerful, richly textured, jazz-rock.
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GIOVANNI GUIDI
We Don’t Live Here Anymore
CAM Jazz   CAMJ7836-2  8052405140036
CD     
The Italian pianist relocated to New York for this new recording with countryman ©ianluca 
Petrella on trombone alongside the crack NY team of Michael Blake (tenor sax), Thomas Morgan 
(bass) and Gerald Cleaver (drums). If Giovanni Guidi’s musical works were a photo album, it 
would be staggering to see how each page and each photo is completely different from the other.  
At only 25 years old, the pianist from Foligno (Italy) impresses, in fact, for his courage and con-
sciousness. 

ISKRA 1903
Goldsmiths
Emanem   EM5013   5030243501328
CD digipack   
A previously unissued concert by the original version of Iskra 1903 - PAUL RUTHERFORD 
(trombone), DEREK BAILEY (guitar) and BARRY GUY (double bass). Arguably their best extend-
ed concert captured on record. 66 minutes.

FULVIO SIGURTA
House of Cards
CAM Jazz   CAMJ3309-2  8052405140029
CD     
The Italian trumpeter, now resident in London, enlists some of the UK’s finest young jazzers for 
his debut quintet recording. Riaan Vosloo is on bass, with whom Sigurta also plays in the bands 
Examples of Twelves and Nostalgia 77. James Allsopp (reeds) and Tim Giles (drums) both also 
play in Golden Age of Steam and Fraud. Completing the band is Italian guitarist Federico 
Casagrande, with whom Sigurta made his first recording. A variety of textures and tempos and 
some riveting interplay make this a highly promising recording.

OTHERWAYS & FREESPACE
Life Amid the Artefacts
Emanem   EM5014   5030243501427
CD digipack   
The bulk of this CD features OTHERWAYS, a ‘second generation’ London group that has not 
appeared on record before. This delayed publication, combined with the general lack of recogni-
tion of the musicians involved, does not prepare one for the excellent music they made together, 
distinctly different from other groups of the period. HERMAN HAUGE (alto saxophone), MARC 
MEGGIDO (double bass) and DAVE SOLOMON (percussion) are heard in two 1973 quartets, one 
with NIGEL COOMBES (violin) the other with SIMON MORTIMER (piano). There are also some 
saxophone/percussion duets from 1984. The remaining 15 minutes feature another previously 
unissued group from 1973, FREE SPACE, which was assembled by JOHN STEVENS to explore 
medium-sized improvisation. The other participants are TREVOR WATTS, HERMAN HAUGE, 
JOHN RUSSELL, NIGEL COOMBES, RON HERMAN, MARC MEGGIDO and DAVE SOLOMON. 
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MICHAEL FORMANEK
Low Profile
Enja    ENJ80502   063757805021
CD    
For an all-star band from the more adventurous side of New York’s jazz scene Formanek com-
posed and arranged 11 tunes that combine improvisational concepts with bouncing earthy 
grooves. Besides accompanying such giants as Stan Getz, Joe Henderson and Freddie Hubbard, 
Formanek used to work also as the Mingus Dynasty’s anchor man. This long unavailable 1993 
album features Dave Douglas, Tim Berne, Marty Ehrlich, Salvatore Bonafede, Marvin Smitty 
Smith and Frank Ku’umba Lacy.

RING ENSEMBLE
Ring Ensemble
Enja    ENJ95662   063757956624 
CD digipack   
The Ring Trio’s combination of Fender Rhodes, a jazz drum set and an upright bass can be seen 
in bands like Cinematic Orchestra, Beady Belle and Bonobo and is typical for young urban music 
culture. The Trio of youthful German musicians is expanded to a seven-piece Ring Ensemble for 
their Enja debut, a unique mix of jazz and baroque.

JOE SACHSE
One Take
Jazzwerkstatt  JW108   4250079758821
CD     
An involving and rewarding session by the German improv guitarist, who for his new trio joins 
forces with the UK pairing of bassist Baker (Elton Dean/Pip Pyle/Harry Beckett/In Cahoots) and 
drummer Marshall (Nucleus/Soft Machine/Centipede/John Surman etc). Melodies and hooks 
aplenty, and plentiful appeal to Canterbury scenesters! 

SILKE EBERHARD BEING TRIO
What A Beauty
Jazzwerkstatt  JW103   4250079758623
CD     
The alto player from Berlin bravely took on the challenge of rearranging the works of two of her 
heroes - Ornette Coleman and Eric Dolphy - for two recent albums. For this new one with her 
Being Trio (with the bassist Jan Roder and drummer Kay Lübke) she focuses on her own compo-
sitions, and further emphasises her credentials as one of the finest instrumentalists in contem-
porary German jazz. 

BOOM BOX (Thomas BORGMANN / Willi KELLERS / Akira ANDO)
Jazz
Jazzwerkstatt  JW106   4250079758753
CD     
This CD is undoubtedly free jazz. But it’s safe to say that nobody is expecting free jazz to sound 
like the music on this recording. Inspired by a mixed bag of ideas, the trio of veterans (Borgmann 
on soprano, Kellers on drums, Ando on bass) have created an altogether new product, packed 
with wholly surprising transformations and tremendous, absolutely original diversity.
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OMER AVITAL QUINTET
Live at Smalls
Smalls Live   SL0014   884501418355 
CD digipack   

Omer Avital (b); Avishai Cohen (t); Jason Lindner (p); Joel Frahm (ts); Johnathan Blake (d)
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ARI HOENIG PUNKBOP
Live at Smalls
Smalls Live   SL0013   884501418348 
CD digipack   

Ari Hoenig (d); Will Vinson (as); Jonathan Kreisberg (g); Tigran Hamasyan (p); Danton Boller (b)  
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JIMMY GREENE QUARTET
Live at Smalls
Smalls Live   SL0012   884501418331 
CD digipack     

Jimmy Greene (s); Xavier Davis (p); Ugonna Okegwo (b); Gregory Hutchinson (d)  

SPIKE WILNER
Live at Smalls
Smalls Live   SL0016   884501418386 
CD digipack   

Solo piano

BEN WOLFE QUINTET
Live at Smalls
Smalls Live   SL0015   884501418379 
CD digipack   

Ben Wolfe (b); Marcus Strickland (ts); Ryan Kisor (t); Luis Perdomo (p); Gregory Hutchinson (d)

Five new recordings brought to you by smallsLIVE - 
the live performance label from Smalls Jazz Club 
in Greenwich Village, New York. 

smallsLIVE is dedicated to the idea that jazz is best heard in a live context, with minimal 
editing, captured in the full spontaneous moment in which it was created.  smallsLIVE art-
ists are not placed under any constraints in terms of material, length of cuts or personnel.  

the aritst chooses all the takes.  the presentation is that of being at the live show.


